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BOD/GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING 
MINUTES 3-9-10 10:30 FAIR GROUNDS –BLACK & GOLD ROOM 

 

MEETING CALLED BY SEAN ALFORTISH 

TYPE OF MEETING BOD/GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING 

FACILITATOR FAIR GROUNDS 

NOTE TAKER RACHELLE  MISCHLER 

PRAYER MONA ROMERO 

ROLL CALL MONA ROMERO 

BOARD MEMBERS NOT PRESENT: CARROL CASTILLE, DON HARGRODER & CHRISTINE EARLY 
QUORUM IS  FORMED 

Agenda topics 
 
 

MOTION Motion to approve BOD meeting minutes from  February 1, 2010 and Teleconference on Feb 23,2010  

Motion By: Billy Foreman 
Second By: Sam David 
Motion passed unanimously 

 

LEGAL 
REPORTS 
LIZ ROUSSEL 

HBPA adv Seelig, Stemmans, Dunham & Greenburg- have been deferred due to Liz Roussel’s absence 

HBPA VS LOUISIANA LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR        JIM GELPI  

New Lawsuit- (Jim) Legislative Auditor wants to audit HBPA as if it were a Public or State Agency. 
HBPA is audited every year. This has been done annually since I have been with the HBPA-18 years.  
Several months back the Legislative Auditor approached us to do an audit that is above and beyond 
the usual audit that has been done on an annual basis; he wanted to do an audit that applies laws to 
the HBPA that are meant for public agencies. The basis the auditor gave for treating HBPA as a 
public agency was that  
HBPA receives public money. We have no basis to say HBPA receives state or public money. A wager 
is placed by private citizen. We have spoken to the auditor, Attorney General and one or more 
Senators to try and get a better understanding of what the auditor is talking about. We have 
requested a decision from the court: Can the Legislative Auditor take a Private Corp. and turn into a 
Public Agency? For a lot of reasons the State cannot do that. 

  

   

 

HBPA VS 
HARRAH’S 
LOUISIANA 
DOWNS-
UPDATE BY: 
SEAN 
ALFORTISH 

(Sean) HBPA and LAD have come to an agreement for Settlement. All documents should be ready 
within the next 48hrs. It will be brought back in front of the Board for review and approval and will be 
brought to the Racing Commission for Ratification. What this means for LAD this  year is an increase 
from the monies that were under spent last year about 365 thousand dollars, plus an additional 600 
thousand or more   that won’t be taken out this year at LAD. They will see an increase of about a 
million dollars for their purses to be given out to horsemen this year. (Charlotte Burgess) What was the 
final payoff? (Sean) 4.5 million + 500 thousand they took out the year before. This is a savings of 
about 6.6 million. (Stan Seelig) Are we borrowing the money from the Horsemen’s Bookkeepe r 
account? (Sean) yes. (Seelig) Do we charge interest and there a way to pay without charging interest? 
(Sean) We do charge interest and this will not have a major effect on purses. 

 

93 INC 
CURRENT 
STATUS - 
ED FENASCI 

4th quarter update: slot purse earnings were down 14.6%- up 1.8% for the year. 
Video Poker purse earning- 18% down across all three properties that have video poker for the 4 th 
quarter- down 7.8% for the year. Para Mutual purse earnings- down 16.7% for the 4th quarter and 
down 6.9% for the year. This was not a good quarter. 93 INC and associated entities currently has 6.7 
million dollars in the bank, 3.9 of that is associated with workers comp. In 2007 93 Inc was earning 
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about a million dollars in interest in the Horsemen’s Bookkeeper account; 2008-2009 Revenue in 93 Inc 
has dropped a million dollars.  (Nick Leggio) How will this affect the purses at LAD?(Ed) These 
projections are my conservative projections carrying out the 16-18% drop they had from Jan-Dec 
would result in about a 10% reduction in purses at LAD, However, I do not believe this will happen.  
Harrah’s believes payouts will be close to the same as last year. Again, these are only projections.  

 

PENSION TRUST     ED FENASCI  

HBPA is currently speaking with Tax Expert Peter Ecabert, to see if Pension Trust qualifies as Tax 
Exempt. He was successful in helping us with Medical Trust officially becoming a Non Profit entity, 
which allowed us to get money back from past taxes. Hopefully with his help Pension Trust will also 
be eligible for Tax Exemption. Medical Trust is now Tax Exempt. (Charlotte Burgess) is Pension set 
up like a 401K? (ED) No, not at all. Pension is a monthly benefit paid to retired trainers that meet 
certain criteria. This criteria is set up by accounting firm Bourgeois and Bennett. (Charlotte Burgess) 
Are those funds invested? (ED) it was underfunded but now with the new source of revenue, Pension 
Trust is on its way to becoming self sufficient. (Mike Burgess) What is 1993 Inc? (ED) 1993 Inc is an 
Entity of HBPA. (Seelig) How many sources do funds come from to fund Pension? (ED) Currently, 
Pension is funded with the 1% of Purse money dedicated to Pension. 

  

   

   

MEDICAL TRUST  JOHN O’BRIEN 

DISCUSSION 
(Sean) John O’Brien will give a presentation on a new medical program that is very important to 
Medical Trust. This new program will radically change the way Medical Trust is handled now.  

(John O’Brien) Sean, Mona and Murray meet with us several months ago about getting a program together, due to the 
increase in usage & increase in cost of medical care. More money is being paid out of Medical Trust and the Trust only 
gets 3.5 million a year and it’s getting close to using all of the funds, so we came up with a plan. Members will go through 
a Network, using certain doctors, hospitals and dentist. By using this Network it would save Medical Trust 700 Thousand 
Dollars per year. This Network will be throughout Louisiana. Prescriptions are a huge cost; using generic drugs would be a 
significant savings. We would basically reallocate the resources using these Networks saving 700 Thousand Dollars per 
year. This will not affect the current benefits. In addition to that we will offer a voluntary Major Medical policy that woul d 
coordinate with the Trust through three companies that we represent as Arthur J Gallagher. Everyone will be issued a card 
and a list of all providers in the network in order to get these discounts. (Arthur Morrell) Who would get these cards? 
(John) Every member would get a card. (Nick Leggio) So, there would be no more supplement? (John) it’s the same 
supplement, the only thing that would change is the cost Medical Trust pays to the provider in the Network. (Sam Breaux) 
Would employees still go through a field office? (John) Yes they would and this Network will be offered throughout 
Louisiana. (Charlotte Burgess) What if you travel out of state? (Murray) If you are domiciled your benefits will cover you as 
always but no Network Providers will be out of state. You would pay as before and be reimbursed by HBPA. (Arthur) When 
you say Domiciled; what if a trainer is Domiciled in Louisiana and goes to Kentucky and hires someone, would they be 
covered? (John) No. (Arthur) So it goes on an individual basis? (John) Yes. (Mona) We will have more correspondence 
coming in April and as always if you have questions go to a field office. The girls in the field office will get your questions 
answered. (Sean) Medical Trust did vote and is in favor of the new plan. 
 
 

(Sean) The issue of dual license has been brought up to the Racing Commission. We are asking them to please make the 
rule clear as to who can carry a dual license. This is an issue with our Workers Compensation Program as to who is 
covered under the program. We would like the Rule to be defined as it is an issue of who the program covers. 

 

BACKSIDE REPORT                        LAD 
 LARRY 
ROBIDEAUX 

 

(Sean) I spoke with Trent – Opening Day for TB will be May 1st and close on Sept 26th of this year. 
Move on date is set for March 25th. LAD is in the process of determining on who will be the new 
Racing Secretary, Trent was promoted to Director of Racing. We also discussed the Stake Schedule, 
purses will be cut to about a million dollars and this included Super Derby. The money that is being 
cut will go into daily purses. This is not official at this time. (Larry) we also talked about moving LA 
Champions day from August to May. We will let you know where these discussions lead. Please keep 
in touch with your backside committee to let them know what you all want. 

  

 
BACKSIDE REPORT EVANGELINE DOWNS SAM BREAUX 

EVANGELINE 
DOWNS 

Deadline for stall apps is March 3 rd. I spoke with Gerry Gallo, the new track manager, about the track 
surface. A new material was added and they land leveled, laser level and tilled it in, they have been 
working on the track for the last couple of weeks. They talked about getting George McDermott back 
out to look at it again. (Mona) Sam and a few other board members wanted to see if they had a third 
party to come in and look at the track, since EVD was having McDermott come back out. I spoke to 
Steve Green about going out to look at the track before the meet starts to avoid any problems that 
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may be. He felt conflicted since he sold track equipment to EVD. He will not be going to look at the 
track. (Sam) I will talk to him some more about it. When I talked to Gerry Gallo, he said they would be 
leveling the track every week, this is how the track was set up to be maintained but this has not been 
done the last couple of years. The Turf course looks a li ttle ruff right now but Mother nature is not 
cooperating, I’m sure it will get better. New post time is 5:40, arrival time is still 2 ½ hours before first 
post. (Mona) Will the board consider Dennis Moore as Third Party to look at the track? I will contact  
Coleman Lloyd; he said we were always entitled to have a third party opinion . (Sam) They didn’t sound 
too keen on the idea of having Moore come out. 

 

BACKSIDE REPORT                DELTA DOWNS                                                                                         SAM DAVID 

DELTA DOWNS We had a real good meet. Slots were up. Getting ready to close the TB meet. 

 
 
 

 
BACKSIDE REPORT              FAIR GROUNDS                                               SEAN ALFORTISH -LARRY ROBIDEAUX 

FAIR GROUNDS   

(Sean) Fair Grounds wants to go back to opening day Thanksgiving and racing 5 days a week 
through March 26th. They will submit this at the next Racing Commission meeting. In my opinion this 
will be a disaster. The racing office has struggles filling 4 days per week now. It could only be done if 
all were LA Breed Races. The QH Championships will be Nov 19 th - 20th. Fair Grounds cut stakes 
another 300 thousand dollars, their reasoning is that Para mutual was off 25%. (Larry) Management 
here at the FG has no experience. Trouble filling races. They were not prepared for the horsemen to 
move in early. 

  

 

 
HEARING 
COMMITTEE 
REPORT/ 

Ball, et al. Group’s failure to pay Hearing Expenses                                                    SAM DAVID 

When this Board was elected there was an Election Protest brought forward. The protesters were made aware that they 
were responsible for the cost of this as it states in the HBPA Bylaws. This Bill has not been paid. The protesters were to 
pay fees if the claim was found not valid. We went to court with them, the judge through their claim out. Another bill was 
sent and still not paid. The members should not have to pay for this. (Charlotte Burgess) How much are we talking about? 
(Mona) $30,764- court stenographer, room fee, travel expenses, attorney fees….. This is the total for both hearings that 
were requested.   

(Evelyn Benoit) We ask that anyone that has questions to come to these meetings and ask, instead of taking us to court. 
Ask your question and we will answer it. The people causing this trouble don’t show up to the meetings and the ones here 
today still won’t talk right now but they will sue us. (Arthur) Well it’s not over yet. Until the Federal Government finishes 
their investigation, it’s not over. (Evelyn) Well we are not going to be alive by that time, you need to hurry it up. 
 

CONCLUSIONS  

 

CONSIDERATION OF NEXT HBPA MEETING 

 

DISCUSSION Next meeting will be May 11 th. Location is to be announced. 

MOTION 

Motion to adjourn. 
 
Motion By: Sam David 
Second By: Larry Robideaux 

 

OBSERVERS See sign in sheet 

RESOURCE 
PERSONS 

 

SPECIAL NOTES  

 


